PinPoint Solutions:
Industrial Practice Area
Job Growth: Industrial Manufacturing
According to Bloomberg, U.S. payroll gains rebounded in April 2017 by more than forecast and the jobless rate
fell to 4.4%, signaling that the labor market remains healthy. Labor market conditions remain robust and continue to tighten,” said Ward McCarthy, chief financial economist at Jefferies LLC in New York, who had forecast
a payrolls gain of 220,000. “This data will keep the Fed on track for a preferred 2017 normalization timeline of
rate hikes in June and September and the first step toward balance-sheet normalization in December.”
What does this mean for you and your organization? As a recruiter, we have seen an influx of jobs over the
past year and a half. It definitely seems to be a candidates market and qualified candidates have their pick of
jobs. Our industrial clients are in need of strong Lean, Op Ex, Quality and Supply Chain professionals. In addition to management roles, plant level positions seem to be on the rise as well. Bloomberg reports that
the underemployment rate, a measure that includes those working part-time who would take a full-time job if
it were available, dropped to 8.6%, the lowest since November 2007, just before the last recession began. It
was down from 8.9% in March. The number of discouraged workers fell by 5,000 in April to 460,000, and was
363,000 the month the last recession started.
Has your organization had a hard time finding and retaining talent?
Check out our WEBSITE for more information on how we can help you!

Current Highlighted Searches
•

Supplier Quality Engineer - TN

•

Quality Manager - CT

•

Value Stream Manager - CT

•

Maintenance Manager - NC

•

Manufacturing Supervisor - NC

•

Electrical Project Manager - NC

Industrial Practice Area

Recently Filled Searches
•

Value Stream Manager - $6B Diversified Industrial - CT

•

Product Manager - $14B Diversified Industrial - PA

•

Division HR Director - $14B Diversified Industrial - PA

•

Inventory Manager - $6B Diversified Industrial - CT

•

Manufacturing Manager - $6B Industrial - NC

Meet the Team
Christine joined PinPoint Solutions in 2012 supporting B/E Aerospace. Christine was spearheaded to project lead for a new Engineering Center in Wichita, KS.
Christine works in multiple industries, however, she has a passion for
the Industrial sector and has spent the past few years developing clients in this space. With the age of smarter products upon us, industrial manufacturers have an opportunity to tap into. The consumers
needs are ever changing, and technology is now a key piece of keeping
up with the latest trends. Christine loves being involved with organizations taking their products to the next level.
You can reach Christine at Christine@pin-pointsolutions.com or via
phone, 864-385-6496 to discuss talent needs you may have.
Connect with Christine on LinkedIn
Stay up to date on our latest newsletters

